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SUMMARY When mission-critical applications are provided over a network, high availability is required in addition to a low delay. This paper proposes a multi-homing network design model, named MHND, that achieves low delay, high availability, and the order guarantee of events. MHND maintains the event occurrence order with a multi-homing configuration using conservative synchronization. We formulate MHND as an integer linear programming problem to minimize the delay. We prove that the distributed server allocation problem with MHND is NP-complete. Numerical results indicate that, as a multi-homing number, which is the number of servers to which each user belongs, increases, the availability increases while increasing the delay. Noteworthy, two or more multi-homing can achieve approximately an order of magnitude higher availability compared to that of conventional single-homing at the expense of a delay increase up to two times. By using MHND, flexible network design is achieved based on the acceptable delay in service and the required availability.
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1. Introduction

According to recent trends in networking, launching the fifth-generation (5G) service facilitates communications with low delay and high bandwidth [1]. In particular, telecommunications carriers are actively developing technologies for low delay communication, such as all photonics networks [2]. In addition, various Internet of Things (IoT) services are being provided via networks. Recently, data centers that used only a few locations are now being deployed as many widely distributed edge data centers across the country. These environmental changes accelerate providing IoT applications with low delay and high bandwidth. These conditions are expected to enable mission-critical applications, such as telesurgery, multiple drone control, and autonomous vehicles, which were previously difficult to achieve, to be provided via networks.

When providing applications with low delay and high availability using multiple servers distributed over a wide area, a design model for a network consisting of multiple servers with low delay and high availability is required. At network design for high availability, redundancy must be ensured so that a single failure does not render an application unavailable. A question grabs our attention: how can we provide higher availability of network service with low delay even in a network failure?

To address the above question, this paper proposes a multi-homing network design model (MHND). In MHND, each user belongs to multiple servers so that applications can continue to be used even in the event of user-server link failures or server failures; the order of event occurrence is guaranteed by using conservative synchronization [3]. It is ensured that the delay is not affected in the event of link failure or server failure, which is determined by the delay of the link with the largest delay among the multiple user-server links. We formulate MHND as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem to minimize the delay, with the number of belonging servers at multi-homing as a given parameter. We prove that the distributed server allocation problem with MHND is NP-complete. We evaluate MHND in terms of delay and service availability and compare it to conventional single-homing. Numerical results indicate that MHND is effective to design networks for balancing low delay and high availability. In addition, the measured computation time of MHND by solving the ILP problem indicates that MHND can be used in practical scenarios. The main contributions of MHND are summarized as follows:

• Regardless of the users’ location, application processing proceeds to keep the order in which events occur for all users. This means that all users using the application share the same time space.
• High redundancy can be achieved by specifying the number of servers to which users belong. For example, if each user belongs to three servers, the service can continue in the case of triple failures.
• Even if the servers are switched over due to failure, the maximum delay is not changed; the delay is still acceptable for the service quality, even if multiple failures occur.

The proposed scheme is intended to be implemented as a lower layer of applications such as operating systems (OS) or middleware. Since applications receive events from the middleware implemented with the proposed scheme in occurrence order, the processing proceeds without the rollback process to guarantee the order of events. This is not burdensome to the application and has a wide range of applications. In addition, we evaluate that the proposed scheme is expected to be more versatile by verifying it with two different network models. Therefore, in terms of the burden on applications and the versatility of the network topology, the
The proposed scheme is a versatile scheme that can be realized based on a general infrastructure consisting of a wide-area network and multiple edge clouds.

This paper is an extended version of the work [4]. The main additions are as follows. We present related works and the originality of our work. We additionally investigate evaluations of delay and availability in a wide area network throughout Japan. We also evaluate the variances of the computation time for all evaluations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works and the originality of our work. Section 3 presents the prerequisite of the proposed model, its formulation as an optimization problem, and its computational time complexity. In Section 4, we evaluate the proposed model in terms of delay, availability, and computation time. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

We discuss related works in terms of delay and availability of distributed processing with processing events on occurrence order. Next, we discuss the position and originality of our work.

Research works that guarantee the order of events have been studied in parallel and distributed processing. These works are mainly classified into two categories: conservative synchronization and optimistic synchronization [3]. In conservative synchronization, time information is given to events, and the events are rearranged in the order of occurrence before processing the application, thereby guaranteeing the order of the events. In optimistic synchronization, events are processed in the order of arrival, and if past events are received, the status is rolled back, and the processing result is corrected. Time Warp is known for implementing a rollback process [5]. As for research on distributed processing that guarantees the order of events focusing on delay, a server selection model that minimizes the delay of distributed processing systems using conservative synchronization has been studied without considering any failures [6]. The work in [7] introduced a server selection model with preventive start-time optimization by sharing backup server resources to minimize the delay in switching the belonging server after a single server failure, which can cause service interruptions in the server switching operation due to the backup sharing nature.

In terms of availability, the works mentioned above [3, 5, 6] are based on the single-homing, which provides less availability of services and may not provide service continuity in user-server link and server failures. The work in [8] introduced trailing state synchronization (TSS) for multi-player games with low latency but strong consistency requirements. It is based on an optimistic synchronization mechanism and provides low-latency, consistent game-play through the use of multiple copies of the game state and rollbacks. The work has multiple mirrors of the application state but does not consider availability in case of network failure. A new transport protocol, named latency-controlled end-to-end aggregation protocol (LEAP) [9], achieves multiple paths for the transmit data and satisfies delay constraints using Forward Error Correction (FEC). The work [10] introduced a 6G-based edge intelligence solution for ultra-reliable low-delay applications such as multiple drone control, border surveillance, and telesurgery, where the delay of milliseconds is not tolerable. The work mentioned that merging 6G with edge intelligence overcomes the issues of delay, security, and reliability. The work in [11] introduced how the network resources can be optimized and key enablers to achieve low delay and high availability reliability for use cases characterized by edge networking. The availability of service is essential and typically can be improved with the increase in the multi-homing. The work in [12] introduced a service function chaining for virtualized network functions considering delay and availability. These efforts [8–12] various studies using edge computing to achieve low delay and high availability are a recent trend in providing mission-critical applications. However, there is no study on how to design networks that contribute to low delay and high availability. Our work is based on a network design model to achieve these requirements and to balance delay and availability according to service requirements.

In terms of network dynamic design utilizing Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) technologies is attracting attention. The work in [12] introduced a scheduling method to achieve low delay and high availability in a VNF environment considering availability and acceptable end-to-end delay. The integer non-linear programming (INLP) problem approach to finding optimal solutions and the heuristic approach to solving the problems efficiently are presented. The two presented approaches were compared in terms of the acceptance rate of processing requests, the number of selected nodes, and the processing time. It was shown that the presented heuristic approach achieves less computation time and achieves the performance close to the optimal solution obtained by INLP. When using MEC to provide low delay services, the issue is which edge server is selected by the user.

The work in [13] introduced a method to select edge servers and control the flow by considering the processing delay and the communication delay when a service request is processed. The acceptance rate of processing requests was compared for three methods of edge server selection: random selection, selection of the edge server with the lowest delay, and selection of the edge server with the lowest processing load. The method of selecting the edge server with the lowest delay resulted in a higher acceptance rate but also resulted in a higher rate of decision errors.

The work in [14] introduced a concept for Medical Cyber-Physical Systems (MCPS) using Fog computing. The work aims to manage network resources while maintaining quality cost-effectively. It minimizes costs by considering base station selection, subcarrier assignment, VM deployment, and task distribution. The work is formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear problem and extended to mixed integer linear programming and two-phase heuristic methods.
as a response to computational complexity. The presented two-phase heuristic achieves a cost reduction ratio close to the optimal solution compared to the greedy method.

The above-mentioned works [12–14] contribute to network design that considers delay, availability, bandwidth, etc. when multiple candidate servers are available to users, such as MEC. Particularly in virtualized networks, determining VNF placement and user attribution prior to service launch is an important topic. There are two critical differences between these efforts and our works. One is that all events are sorted in occurrence order before application processing to eliminate unfairness due to the delay difference (fairness of events). The second is that the maximum delay does not change as servers are switching over.

In terms of Content Delivery Network (CDN) network design, various efforts are being made to achieve both quality and availability. Content multi-homing refers to using multiple content delivery networks on a network for delivery. The work in [15] introduced a selection method of optimal CDN from among multiple candidates in terms of quality and cost. The combination of two functions has reduced costs and quality degradation. One is computed at the distributor, which calculates the optimal CDN assignment considering cost, availability, and performance. The other is adaptation algorithms providing the ability for viewers to utilize multiple CDN servers efficiently. Multi-CDN federations, where standalone CDNs are interconnected, allow dynamically selecting a higher-performing CDN while maintaining redundancy. On the other hand, there are challenges to the real-time interconnection of multiple CDNs. To address these challenges, CDN semi-federation [16] was introduced as a method that can be implemented on existing CDNs. The method identified the impact on CDN performance from traffic patterns and reduced the cumulative delay of the CDN with optimal traffic dispatch, resulting in a 20% reduction in delivery delay.

These efforts [15, 16] contribute to configuring the network with high availability and delay quality in mind. In a CDN network, content is delivered in the direction of the user, and thus latency differences between users are acceptable. Our approach, on the other hand, aims to reduce delay when an application is used by multiple users keeping the order in which events occur regardless of the user’s location.

3. Proposed model

In this section, first, we discuss the prerequisite of the communication and processing process to guarantee processing events in occurrence order. Secondly, we discuss the prerequisite of multi-homing and the communication and processing of multi-homing. Thirdly, we discuss the formulation of MHND. Finally, we discuss the computational time complexity of MHND by proving that the decision version of MHND is NP-complete.

3.1 Prerequisite of communication and processing process between servers

MHND uses conservative synchronization, which rearranges the events of all users before processing the application. As shown in Fig. 1, user events are assumed to be multicasted between servers for distributed processing. Each server processes the events of all users. In other words, all users’ events are processed in parallel on all servers.

3.2 Prerequisite of guaranteeing order of events

The concept of virtual time is introduced and events of all users are rearranged by virtual time in the order in which they occur [6]. Figure 2 shows the order guarantee of events using virtual time. Events $a$, $b$, and $c$ occur at 12:00, 12:05, and 12:10, respectively. The network delays between user $A$-server, user $B$-server, and user $C$-server are $D_{a}=20$ [min], $D_{b}=5$ [min], and $D_{c}=5$ [min], respectively. Therefore, the time when events $a$, $b$, and $c$ are received at the server is 12:20, 12:15, and 12:15, respectively, and an order reversal occurs. As shown in Fig 2, all events are rearranged with $T+20$ [min] at the virtual time by adding $D_{a}=20$ [min], the maximum value of user-server delay, to the current time $T$. If the maximum user-server delay denotes $D_{\text{max}}$, the user-server event correction is performed at $T + D_{\text{max}}^U$.

Similarly to the user-server event correction, order correction is performed for server-server multicast communication. If the maximum server-server delay is $D_{S}^{\text{max}}$, the server-server event correction is performed at $T + D_{S}^{\text{max}}$. Thus, as in the example in Fig. 1, each user’s event is multicasted to all servers via the belonging server, so that each server processes all user events in parallel at $T + D_{U}^{\text{max}} + D_{S}^{\text{max}}$. When sending the processing result of each server to the user is sent, the maximum delay between the user and server, $D_{\text{max}}^S$, is the queuing process for the network delay. The delay in arrival time for the processing results at each user is treated to there is no difference in delay regardless of the distance of each user. Fair application processing is achieved at the time of $T + 2D_{U}^{\text{max}} + D_{S}^{\text{max}}$ for all users, and the delay, $T_{\text{delay}}$, is expressed as follows:
each server processes the events of all users, as described in Section 3.1. The event order is guaranteed by using conservative synchronization, as described in Section 3.2. When a user with single-homing, the delay of the user-server link is uniquely determined. On the other hand, in the case of multi-homing, the delay is determined using the selected link with the largest delay. This is because the delay, which is calculated by the user-server link with the smallest delay, must be recalculated due to a user-server link failure or a server failure.

If a user belongs to multiple servers, the user multicasts each event to all belonging servers. In the examples of Figs. 3(a) and (b), user A sends the same event to servers 1 and 2, and user A sends the same event to servers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The duplicate events are discarded since server 1 receives the event from user A in the link directly connected to user A and receives the event via other servers in duplicate. All events are rearranged by the time of occurrence at each server by adding the time information to the events at each user using highly accurate time information such as the precision time protocol (PTP) [17]. This time information and user information are used to discard duplicate events.

3.5 Formulation

MHND is formulated as an ILP problem. We consider a network described as an undirected graph $G(V, E)$. Let $V$ and $E$ denote a set of edges and a set of nodes, respectively. $V_U \subseteq V$ denotes the set of users, and $V_S \subseteq V$ denotes the set of servers. $V_U \cap V_S = \emptyset$ and $V_U \cup V_S = V$. $E_U \subseteq E$ denotes the set of user-server links, and $E_S \subseteq E$ denotes the set of server-server links. $E_U \cap E_S = \emptyset$ and $E_U \cup E_S = E$. A link between user $p \in V_U$ and server $i \in V_S$ is expressed as $(p, i) \in E_U$, and a link between server $i \in V_S$ and server $j \in V_S \setminus \{i\}$ is expressed as $(i, j) \in E_S$.

In the formulation, it is assumed that the user has logical connectivity to all servers and can select an optimal server. It is also assumed that there is a full mesh of logical connectivity between servers and can select optimal links. MHND determines an optimal network topology that satisfies the constraints, including multi-homing, and minimizes $T_{\text{delay}}$.

Table 1 shows the given parameters and decision variables. The given parameters in the ILP problem are defined as follows. $d_{pi}$ denotes the delay of link $(p, i) \in E_U$ and is given for all candidate links between the user and the server. $d_{ij}$ denotes the delay of link $(i, j) \in E_S$ and is given for all candidate links between two servers. $m$ denotes the multi-homing number. Each user belongs on $m$ servers in a multi-homing topology. $M_i$ denotes the maximum number of users that server $i \in V_S$ can accommodate and is given for all candidate servers. $Y_{max}$ denotes the maximum number of servers that can be selected for the network and is set to one value for the network. The decision variables in the ILP problem are defined as follows. $D_{U}^{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum delay between the user and server for the designed network. $D_{S}^{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum delay between the server and server for the designed network. $x_{kl}$ is a binary variable for...
(k, l) ∈ E, where \( x_{kl} = 1 \) if link \((k, l)\) is selected, and \( x_{kl} = 0 \) otherwise. \( x_{kl} \) is decided for all candidate links. \( y_i \) is a binary variable for \( i ∈ E_S \), where \( y_i = 1 \) if server \( i \) is selected, and \( y_i = 0 \) otherwise. \( y_i \) is decided for all candidate servers.

### Table 1: Given parameters and decision variables used in MHND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given parameters</th>
<th>( d_{pi} )</th>
<th>Delay between user ( p ) and server ( i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_{ij} )</td>
<td>Delay between server ( i ) and server ( j )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>Number of servers to which each user belongs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_t )</td>
<td>Maximum number of TEs who belong to server ( i )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{max} )</td>
<td>Maximum number of servers in the network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( D_{U_{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{S_{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{kl} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MHND is formulated by:

\[
\text{Objective min } 2D_{U_{max}}^m + D_{S_{max}}^m, \quad (2a)
\]
\[
\text{s.t. } \sum_{i ∈ V_S} x_{pi} = m, \forall p ∈ V_U, \quad (2b)
\]
\[
\sum_{p ∈ V_U} x_{pi} ≤ M_t, \forall i ∈ V_S, \quad (2c)
\]
\[
\sum_{i ∈ V_S} y_i ≤ Y_{max}, \quad (2d)
\]
\[
x_{pi}d_{pi} ≤ D_{U_{max}}, \forall (p, i) ∈ E_U, \quad (2e)
\]
\[
x_{ij}d_{ij} ≤ D_{S_{max}}, \forall (i, j) ∈ E_S, \quad (2f)
\]
\[
y_i ≥ y_i, ∀ p ∈ V_U, \forall i ∈ V_S, \quad (2g)
\]
\[
y_i + y_j - 1 ≤ x_{ij}, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E_S, \quad (2h)
\]
\[
x_{ij} ≤ y_i, ∀ i ∈ V_S, \forall j ∈ V_S, \quad (2i)
\]
\[
x_{ij} ≤ y_j, ∀ j ∈ V_S, \forall i ∈ V_S, \quad (2j)
\]
\[
x_{kl} ∈ \{0, 1\}, ∀ (k, l) ∈ E, \quad (2k)
\]
\[
y_i ∈ \{0, 1\}, ∀ i ∈ V_S, \quad (2l)
\]

Equation (2a) minimizes the objective function, \( T_{\text{delay}} \). Equation (2b) indicates that the sum of the number of user-server links per user is \( m \) and that each user belongs to \( m \) servers. Equation (2c) indicates that the sum of the number of users belonging to server \( i \) is less than or equal to \( M_t \). Equation (2d) indicates that the sum of the number of servers in the network is \( Y_{max} \) or less. Equation (2e) indicates that the maximum value of the delay of the selected user-server link is \( D_{U_{max}} \). Equation (2f) indicates that the maximum value of the delay of the selected server-server link is \( D_{S_{max}} \). Equation (2g) indicates that if the user-server link \((p, i) ∈ E_U \) is selected, then the server \( i \) ∈ \( V_S \) is also selected. Equations (2h)-(2l) are linear representation of \( x_{ij} = y_i · y_j \). Equations (2k)-(2l) show that \( x_{kl} \) and \( y_i \) are binary decision variables.

#### 3.6 Computational time complexity

We analyze the computational time complexity of the distributed server allocation problem with MHND (DSA-MHND). The decision version of DSA-MHND is defined by:

**Definition 1:** Given a set of servers, \( V_S \), a set of users, \( V_U \), the delay between each pair of a user and a server, the delay between each pair of servers, the capacity of a server, a multi-homing number of \( m \), and a number of \( h \), is it possible to make an assignment of the users to the servers to have the largest maximum delay among selected user-server links \( w ≤ h \)?

**Theorem 1:** The DSA-MHND problem is NP-complete.

**Proof 1:** The DSA-MHND problem is NP. Given a DSA-MHND instance, we can verify if it is a yes instance, within a polynomial time. We check that each user in \( V_U \) is connected to each server in \( V_S \) and compute the maximum delay between users and servers, \( D_{U_{max}} \), in \( O(|V_U|) \). We compute the maximum delay between servers, \( D_{S_{max}} \), in \( O(|V_S|^2) \). Then, we compute \( w \), and verify if \( w \) is at most \( h \) in \( O(1) \). Therefore, the overall time complexity is \( O(|V_U|^2 + |V_U|) \).

We show that the 3-SAT problem, which is known as an NP-complete problem [18], is polynomial-time reducible to the DSA-MHND problem. The 3-SAT problem is stated: given a set of \( k \) clauses, each of length three, over a set of \( x \) boolean variables, does a satisfying truth assignment exist?

We construct an instance of the DSA-MHND problem from any instance of the 3-SAT problem. Note that this construction is inspired by the proof of NP-completeness for the server allocation problem with preventive start-time optimization against single server failures [7]. The schematic image of the construction is depicted in Fig. 4.

- Create graph \( G \) with \( k \) user nodes and \( 3k + m - 1 \) server nodes, including \( k \) sets of three server nodes \( v_{ij} \), where \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, k \) and \( j = 1, 2, 3 \), and \( m - 1 \) server nodes \( v_q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots, m - 1 \), i.e., \( |V_U| = k \) and \( |V_S| = 3k + m - 1 \).
- We define \( V_1 = \{v_{ij} \mid i = 1, 2, \cdots, k, j = 1, 2, \cdots, k \} \) and \( V_2 = \{v_q \mid q = 1, 2, \cdots, m - 1 \} \), where \( V_S = V_1 \cup V_2 \).
- All server nodes are connected by an edge.
  - For all \( v_{ij} \) in \( V_1 \), the length of edge \((v_{ij}, v_{ij'})\) is set to 1 whenever \( i ≠ j \), and the element of \( v_{ij} \) and \((v_{ij}, v_{ij'})\) are not assignments of each other. In other words, the edge represents two nodes corresponding to elements that have a compatible true assignment.
  - The length of edge \((v_q, v_{ij})\) is set to 1.
  - Otherwise, the edge length set to 2.
- Each user node is connected to all server nodes with an edge with a length 0.
- Set the capacity of each server in \( V_1 \) to 1 and that of each server in \( V_2 \) to \(|V_U|\), and \( h = 1 \).
Next, we show that the DSA-MHND instance is feasible if and only if there is a satisfiable 3-SAT assignment.

Suppose that there is a yes-instance of the 3-SAT problem. We can select $k$ node from $V_i \in V_1$, one corresponding to true assignment from each clause, which is all connected in $G$ with edges of length 1. Firstly we assign the $k$ users to the $k$ selected server nodes in $V_1$. Secondly, we assign each user to $m - 1$ nodes in $V_2$. In the assignment, $m$-homing is achieved and the largest maximum delay $w$ is 1, which satisfies $w \leq h$. Therefore, the DSA-MHND instance is a yes instance.

Conversely, suppose that the DSA-MHND instance is a yes instance. Considering $m$-homing, each user is connected to one node in $V_1$ and $m - 1$ nodes in $V_2$. There is a set of $k$ fully connected server nodes with edges of length at most 1 between two nodes in $V_1$. By the definition of graph $G$, these nodes in $V_1$ correspond to variables with the compatible true assignment. Therefore, the truth assignment that sets the variable corresponding to the $k$ nodes in $V_1$ to true satisfies all the clauses. Thus the 3-SAT problem is a yes instance.

Since the DSA-MHND problem is NP and the 3-SAT problem is polynomial-time reducible to the DSA-MHND problem, the DSA-MHND problem is NP-complete.

The problem of multi-homing network design model (NHND) presented in section 3.5 is NP-hard, since the DSA-MHND problem is proved to be NP-complete. No polynomial-time algorithm to an NP-hard problem has been found so far. It is reasonable to solve NHND by using a solver that handles ILP in case that the computation time is acceptable.

4. Numerical evaluation and discussion

We evaluate the delay and availability of MHND compared to that of conventional single-homing. First, we evaluate MHND under the condition that 100 and 1000 users are randomly distributed in a square region, and servers are located in the nodes of the Kanto area of the Japan Photonic Network (KJPN) [19] and nodes of COST239 (COST) [20] node, as basic performance for typical networks. Next, we evaluate MHND under the condition that users are located at the latitude and longitude of all cities in Japan [21], and the server is located at the location of the Japan Photonic Network node [19] as a wide area network (WAN) with realistic user distribution.

We set the delays so that they are independent of how the equipment is set up or how much traffic there is. Since MHND targets networks for delay-sensitive services, we assume a network with guaranteed delay. Communication carriers can control the equipment resources in the network and guarantee SLAs [22, 23]. In other words, carriers know how long it takes to get from one user-network interface in the network to another and manage their equipment resources to meet the standards set by SLAs. We assume that transmission delays are measured in advance, such as round-trip time (RTT) measurement with ping [24], transmission delay calculation using packet timestamps of network time protocol (NTP) [25] or PTP [17], in various situations including congestion and non-congestion periods. These transmission delays typically incorporate the queuing delay in network equipment. With these assumptions, we achieve a network design of the logical topology of users and servers; each delay of a logical link in the proposed model reflects the network equipment configuration and traffic conditions.

In a commercial network, the transmission distance is not proportional to the delay because traffic passes through transport devices, routers, and switches. Note that, typically, the longer the transmission distance, the greater the number of devices passed through; for this reason, we assume that the delay is proportional to the distance in this evaluation. When a service provider uses the proposed model, the delay should be determined according to the previous paragraph. Based on this assumption, we treat a 100 km transmission delay as a 0.5 ms delay in each link for the evaluation in this paper.

We assume the user and server are connected by a fixed line. In some use cases, a user may be connected by wireless. When the delay between the user and server is affected by wireless conditions, we target only use cases to prevent delay degradation by managing power supply status, the number of connections, etc.

We evaluate the availability of MHND as the availability of service which all users continue to use the application. The availability of service when each user belongs to $m$ servers is expressed as $A_m$. We assume that the service is available, i.e., it can continue against most failures of $m - 1$ servers simultaneously when each user belongs to $m$ servers.

Fig. 4 Graph $G$ corresponding to 3-SAT problem with three clauses.
$p_s$ represents the unavailability of a server. Therefore, when there are $|V_S|$ servers, $A_m$ can be expressed by:

$$A_m = \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \left( \frac{|V_S|}{k} \right) p_s^k (1 - p_s)^{|V_S| - k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3a)

In this evaluation, computation time is the average time considered by solving the ILP problem five times. Our evaluations are performed on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6132 CPU 2.60GHz, 128 GB memory environment using CPLEX [26].

4.1 Basic performance for typical network

Figures 5(a) and (b) show the network for evaluation. Servers are assumed to be located in the nodes of KJPN and nodes of COST, respectively. We assume that all servers are logically connected in a full mesh, e.g., servers in Yokohama and Omiya are connected via a Tokyo node. In KJPN shown in Fig. 5 (a), we assume that users are randomly distributed in an area with a longitude of 139 degrees to 140.5 degrees and a latitude of 35.2 degrees to 36.8 degrees. In COST shown in Fig. 5 (b), we assume that users are randomly distributed in an area with a longitude of -2.0 degrees to 19.0 degrees and latitude of 44.0 degrees to 57.0 degrees. We assume that users are connected to each server by a linear distance on the coordinate axis. We assume that all servers have the same failure rate of each server, $\lambda$, and the same mean time to repair (MTTR) of two hours; the unavailability of a server is expressed as $p_s = \frac{2\lambda}{1 + 2\lambda}$.

Figures 6(a) and (b) show $T_{\text{delay}}$ of single, double, and triple-homing for 100 and 1000 users in KJPN, respectively. Figures 6(c) and (d) show $T_{\text{delay}}$ of single, double, and triple-homing for 100 and 1000 users in COST, respectively. In this evaluation, we assume the same values for all servers; $M_i = M, \forall i \in V_S$, where $M=100, 60, 50, 40$ for 100 users and $M=1000, 600, 500, 400$ for 1000 users.

For 100 and 1000 users on both networks (KJPN and COST), $T_{\text{delay}}$ is worse as the multi-homing number increases. This is because $T_{\text{delay}}$ is determined using the link with the largest delay among the multiple user-server links in the case of multi-homing. Regarding the effect of $M$ on the delay, the delay tends to worsen as $M$ decreases. This is because the restriction of $M$ prevents the selection of servers with a lower delay since the user connects to multiple servers in the case of multi-homing.

Figure 7 shows the dependency of server failure rate, $\lambda$, on the unavailability, $1 - A_m$, at single ($m = 1$), dual ($m = 2$), and triple ($m = 3$) homing. In the single-homing, as the server failure rate increases, the availability of service, $A_m$, decreases more sharply compared to multi-homing with $m \geq 2$. In the dual and triple-homing, the availability of service, $A_m$, remains above 0.99999 (five-nines) even with a server failure rate of 100000 fits. From these results, it is desirable to design a network with the redundancy of dual-homing or more for mission-critical applications to achieve the required availability.

Tables 2 and 3 show the computation time and variances in 1000 users to determine the delay for KJPN and COST, respectively. The computation time is the average value over five trials. The maximum computation time is 16.2 [sec] for KJPN and 83.8 [sec] for COST, respectively. In addition, as $M$ decreases, the computation time increases due to the added restrictions. These computation times are acceptable in practical scenarios for network designing before launching a service.

**Table 2** Computation times [sec] and variances [sec$^2$] in 1000 users for KJPN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Var.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=1000$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=600$</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=500$</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=400$</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Numerical results of MHND show that the availability of service is improved with the increase in the multi-homing number while the delay worsens. In particular, when there is no restriction of $M$ in the case of dual-homing, the delay increase is 1.25 times that of conventional single-homing. At the same time, the availability of service is improved from 0.99998 (four-nines) to 0.999999999 (nine-nines) under the condition of a server failure rate of 1000 [fit], as shown in Table 3.

### Table 3: Computation times [sec] and variances [sec$^2$] in 1000 users for COST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=1000$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=600$</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=500$</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M=400$</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7: If the delay of service is acceptable, high availability is ensured by dual-homing. From these results, MHND is an effective network design model for balancing the delay and availability in service. In addition, the computation time is considered to be a practical time for the network design compared to the time required for application installation, user registration, and preparation before service startup.

### 4.2 Performance for wide area network (WAN)

We evaluate MHND under the condition that users are located at the latitude and longitude of all cities in Japan [21] and the server is located at the location of the JPN node [19]. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the location of 703 users and the location of servers and the link between two servers, respectively. The location of 48 servers and the distance of each link are based on JPN [19]. We assume that all servers have the same failure rate, $\lambda$, and the same MTTR.

The same as Section 4.1, we assume that all servers are logically connected in a full mesh and each user is logically connected to all servers. The distance between two servers is treated as the shortest route for the JPN links. The distance between a user and a server is calculated based on the model shown in Fig. 9(a). As shown in Fig 9(b), from the nearest server to the fifth nearest server, the distance between a user and a server is treated as the linear distance on the coordinate axes. As shown in Fig 9(c), farther than the sixth nearest server, the distance between a user and a server is treated as the sum of the distance between the user and the nearest server and the distance between the nearest server and the target server. This assumption is based on the following conditions. Typically, each user has accommodated a near exchange office of the network via an optical fiber or Ethernet cable and connects to the distributed server via a carrier network. In addition, we assume that there are five candidate exchange offices where users will be accommodated in this evaluation model. Any logical connection between a user and a server is possible in the carrier network. Considering
these conditions, we simply assume that a user can select any server. In this evaluation, we assume that a user can select the nearest five exchange offices of the network for the redundancy routes. We assume the same values for all servers; $M_i = M$, $\forall i \in V_S$, where $M = 703$ and 100 users.

Figures 10(a) and (b) show $T_{\text{delay}}$ of WAN at single ($m = 1$), double ($m = 2$), and triple ($m = 3$) homing. The evaluation conditions of Fig. 11 is $Y_{\text{MAX}} = 24$ and 48, MTTR = 2. The evaluation conditions of Fig. 12 is $Y_{\text{MAX}} = 48$, MTTR = 2 and 12. These results indicate that, as in Section 4.1, the availability improves significantly for a slight increase in delay (less than 1.1 times) when the number of multi-homing exceeds dual ($m = 2$). As shown in Fig. 11, it is indicated that increasing the number of multi-homing is expected to improve availability more than reducing the total number of servers ($Y_{\text{MAX}}$). As shown in Fig. 12, it is indicated that the unavailability of dual-homing with MTTR = 12 [hour] is less than that of single-homing with MTTR = 2 [hour]. For a service provider, MTTR is related to the storage location of maintenance components in case of failure. These results suggest that multi-homing topology can require fewer storage locations for the maintenance components.

Table 4 shows the computation time and variances of WAN at $Y_{\text{MAX}} = 48$ and 24, respectively. The computation time is the average value over five trials. The maximum computation time is 7945.8 [sec] (2.2 hours) with the variances of 581.3 [sec$^2$] (the maximum computation time in five trials is 7967.3 [sec]). It is acceptable in practical scenarios for network designing before launching a service, but in scenarios where the service is started as soon as the user participation is confirmed, reducing the computation time is an issue to be addressed in the future.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a multi-homing network design model named MHND, balancing low delay and high availability in distributed processing of applications. We formulated MHND as an integer linear programming problem.
We proved the NP-completeness for the considered problem. Numerical results indicated that two or more multi-homing networks designed with MHND can achieve more than an order of magnitude higher availability compared to that of conventional single-homing network. The evaluation of a wide area network has shown that the proposed model can be used to design networks considering the delay, network availability, MTTR (related to the location of the maintenance parts), and the number of servers to be utilized.
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